
"The Secret of Translators' Stone" episode 7

#WHODUNNIT

“Let us decide for ourselves!” Bridget growled in her native language, as she grabbed Christopher by the lapels of his jacket. The man did not expect to be 
attacked, so the sudden tug came as a surprise for him. He staggered and then flew towards the teachers. At the last moment, he raised his hands and grasped 
at Bridget’s shoulders. Military and sport instincts kicked in The PE teacher blocked the outstretched hands of the attacker and quickly put him in a Judo lever. 
She tightened her grip, and the gentleman was gone. He had lost consciousness. The teachers checked the man's pulse. “He's alive,” Bridget said, and searched 
his pockets. No documents, phone, personal items. All she found was the key with which she immediately opened the door to the room. The teachers ran into 
the corridor. All the waiting staff had disappeared somewhere. “There is no time for the police,” they agreed, as they got out of the building. With joy they 
breathed the familiar scent of city air. They grabbed a taxi picked up their luggage from the hotel, and rushed to the airport. They managed to get there just 
before the gates closed.

A long transatlantic flight would normally be quite tedious, but this time it gave the teachers time to shake off the unpleasant memories of the previous night. 
As the plane's wheels touched down at the Mexican airport, the women felt refreshed and ready for new adventures. The Cholula pyramid was not too far from 
the airport, but to cover the 120 kilometers it took a few transfers between local buses, which lasted several hours.

For millennia, the pyramid has been obscured by the buildings of the beautiful city of San Andrés. The colourful stalls with pottery, fruit and flowers reminded 
the teachers at every turn that they were still on a wonderful, spontaneous vacation. Intense colours and scents accompanied them all the way through the 
ruins of the gigantic building. The capacity of Cholula was once greater than that of the Cheops pyramids. Unfortunately, the conquistadors and their 
successors dismantled it for stone to build chapels and other buildings which now surrounded the sad remains of the former temple of Quezalcoatl. The 
remnants of walls protruding from green grass gave an impression of the real dimensions of the building. Only parts of the base of the pyramid survived, but 
even so, they were several stories high. The rest of the dismantled structure had been covered with a grassy mound, on top of which stood the Monastery of 
San Gabriel. The local archaeological site was more of a tourist attraction than a research site, and there were no scientists there to ask for the Translators’ 
Stone. 

The teachers decided to try their luck with the current inhabitants of the pyramid. They entered the monastery. The interior of the church matched well with 
its yellow facade - everything was dripping with gold. Fortunately, the monastery was not cloistered and the teachers managed to find an elderly monk who 
spoke English! Strangely he was not surprised by the appearance of the women and their questions about a stone and ancient religions. The old man smiled 
warmly as he recited something to himself, “The prophecies have come true... The stone will be where the three white women will meet.” Than looked at them 
an continued "Dears, you can see that there are hardly any old stones left in this place. Modernity takes over everything. I once studied ancient Aztec traditions 
which said that the Stone would return to our world only when and only where three white women discovered their hearts.” “We could have taken Ms. Stefanie 
with us,” Bridget said, mentioning their school janitor. “Don't be kidding around,” Anna scolded her friend, and turned to the monk.

“Father, how are we to understand this? Are we going to meet another woman? Are we to find out where they live? Who is this third white woman?” “She is the 
wife of a warrior who mourns her passing... you must find the broken heart of Iztaccíhuatl, waiting for you!” He pointed to one of the snow-capped peaks 
looming in the distance with his wrinkled hand. “Iztaccíhuatl is a mountain?” Anna was surprised. “It's more than a mountain… she's an ancient princess who 
fell in love with Popocatépetlu, a warrior in her father's service. The ruler sent him to war and promised his daughter's hand in return for winning. Unfortuna-
tely, the rumour reached the princess faster than her beloved. She died of despair, convinced that Popocatépetl had fallen in battle. The warrior came back 
only to mourn his would-be wife. Merciful gods sent down snow on them and turned them into mountains that could be with each other forever. Their hot 
hearts have been enchanted into fiery volcanoes,” replied the priest. “But how are we going to get there? Public transport doesn't seem to reach more than 
five thousand meters…” wondered Bridget. The monk smiled warmly again and pulled a small cell phone from the recesses of his robe. He dialed a number 
and exchanged a few words in Spanish with someone.

“Your guides will be waiting at the foot of the pyramid, I wish you to find what you are really looking for.” He said, as he bid them farewell. The teachers thanked 
him warmly and went down the hill to a square. There was no one there. After a while, they heard a growing whirring sound that seemed to come from all sides 
simultaneously. A small, bright gold yellow helicopter appeared in the sky. At the same time, a convoy of off-road quads painted in the same colour, appeared 
from one of the streets of San Andrés. The helicopter reduced its thrust and landed in the square. Roaring ATVs parked beside the flying machine. The helicop-
ter pilot gave a high-five to one of the people driving the four-wheeled vehicles as they walked over to the teachers. They took off their helmets. Long black 
curls flowed out. “I'm Ramona, and this is Esther. Lobo sisters at your service!” The swarthy adventurers introduced themselves. “Padre called. He said you 
needed help getting to Iztaccíhuatl. How do you want to do this?” They turned and pointed gracefully to their machines.

Option A

A: Choose a helicopter - go to episode 8A
B: Choose quads - go to episode 8B

What now?
Choose the next steps for Anna!


